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Workshops meet on the University of Toronto St. George 
campus at Knox College, 59 St. George Street - a short walk
across campus from the Queen’s Park subway station or south
from the St. George subway station and close to a number of
TTC surface routes. 
Workshops are held on the main floor on the east side of Knox
College. The adjacent student lounge may also be used by
Academy members. 

LOCATION

ORGANIZATION

THE WORKSHOP EXPERIENCE

OTHER ACTIVITIES

The Academy is incorporated in Ontario and managed by a
volunteer Board of Directors elected annually from and by the
members for a two-year term.  It has no staff and no office, and
all administrative tasks are divided between the Board and five
volunteer committees.  All members are therefore encouraged
to take their turn serving on a committee of their choice. 

The Academy offers a program of daytime study groups for
adults who seek an interactive approach to learning, rather than
a lecture series. A typical workshop has about 20 members and
meets for two hours of presentation and discussion, every
second week from September through March.  
One or two volunteer facilitators, in collaboration with
workshop members, establish a schedule of presentations and
lead each session.  
In the spirit of the Academy, all members are required to
research a topic and present it to their colleagues.  Everyone is
expected to do some reading and to participate in the
discussions that follow.  
Members may use the Academy’s audio/visual equipment for
their presentations. Assistance and support for this is provided
by a volunteer tech team.
Workshop topics are reviewed and volunteer facilitators are
solicited annually.
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In April and May, the Academy offers a series of six Spring
Talks, presented by specialists in a wide variety of fields. The
weekly Talks are open to the public for a small fee, but free to
members of the Academy and the University Community. 
Members also enjoy a number of informal social events during
the year, including luncheons, walks, forums and picnics.  A
newsletter three times a year, an Academy on-line News Page,
and a website (www.allto.ca) keep members well informed
about these popular events, as well as activities of the Board
and other members. The website is a valuable resource 
concerning the history of the Academy, including its goals and
the responsibilities of its committees. 



CONTACT INFORMATION

for Academy for Lifelong Learning
59 St. George Street, Toronto ON M5S 2E6
416-946-5185, info@allto.ca
www.allto.ca
This is a mailing address only; the Academy has no office.
The telephone number is an answering machine; please leave a
message and a volunteer will return your call or go to our
website. For information on specific Academy activities,
see http://www.allto.ca/mbrsonly.html and click on 
Board and Committee Members or contact one of the
following:
President: Karen Melville (president@allto.ca)
Vice President: Brian Gaston (vicepresident@allto.ca)
Secretary: Pat Macdonald (secretary@allto.ca)
Treasurer: Karin Foss (treasurer@allto.ca)
Registration: Vivienne Monty (registration@allto.ca)

for Knox College and Victoria University
Facilities - Knox College
Jim Davidson 416-978-4508 Ext. 3410
jim.davidson@utoronto.ca
Space / Functions - Victoria
Maria Quiroz Margaret Addison Hall 416-585-4427
m.quiroz@utoronto.ca

REGISTRATION, FEES and MEMBERSHIP

For the academic year 2017-18, the fee is $180.
Registration is online only on the Academy website 
www.allto.ca using a credit card or a PayPal account.
Registrations by mail and cheque are no longer accepted.
The membership fee entitles registration in up to 3
workshops for the full academic year with an option to
register in a fourth workshop after July 15.
Membership covers the full academic year. Changes may
be made to the workshops selected by contacting
Registration. Please see contact information
below.
Confirmation notices will be emailed in late May or
early June.

NEW MEMBERS
Three spaces in each workshop will be reserved for new
Members until July 1. After that date any available spaces
will be allocated to those on waiting lists.

OVER-SUBSCRIBED WORKSHOPS 
At the end of April, all applicants in each oversubscribed
workshop will be randomized in order to determine
membership in the workshop and a waitlist sequence.
If you are waitlisted, you will be contacted to see whether
you wish to remain on that waitlist, or would rather
choose another workshop. Registrations received after
randomization for over-subscribed workshops will be
added to the end of the waitlists.

CANCELLED WORKSHOPS
A minimum number of five participants is required for a
workshop to proceed. Applicants will be contacted
before the beginning of the semester if their workshop
does not meet that minimum number.

Refunds will not be offered after September 30. 
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IMPORTANT DATES

Apr 3 On-line Registration opens
May 2 Workshop Randomization
Mid - May Phone calls to those waitlisted begin
Late May Workshop confirmations sent by email
End of June Preliminary class lists sent to Facilitators
Aug 1 Available Spaces Allocated to Waitlisted
Sept 12 Fall semester begins
Sept 30 No refunds after this date
Dec 1 Fall semester ends
Jan 9, 2018 Winter semester begins
Mar 30, 2018 Winter semester ends



ABOUT ROME II
Biweekly, Friday, 12-2, Week 1

From Caesar’s death though the parade of emperors, Caligula
to Caracalla, Constantine and Christianity, we will attempt to
determine why the western empire collapsed, while the eastern
continued for a further 1,000 years. We hope to examine some
of the more interesting and lascivious of the emperors; how
they kept the masses content and the wars distant. We’ll also
explore how and where they lived, who they fought and why,
and everything you wanted to know about post-Republican
Rome.

Brian O’Leary, (416 860-0747) brianoleary@rogers.com, has
facilitated a range of workshops including The Spanish Civil
War, World Theatre. Television, History of Spain, Shake-
speare’s Life and About Rome I - The Republic.

ARCHITECTURE: GREAT LIBRARIES OF THE
WORLD NEW
Biweekly, Thursday, 2-4, Week 1  

The exquisite Admont Library in Austria, the George Peabody
Library in Baltimore, the Library of Congress, the British Na-
tional Library, the Raza Library in India, and many others, are
visual treats for lovers of art, architecture, history and books.
We will explore the great libraries of the world, paying particu-
lar attention to the architecture, the architect, and the library’s
social/political significance. We will consider how libraries
have changed over time, how they fit in with their surround-
ings, and how they continue to evolve. A list of suggested li-
braries and resources will be provided to participants in early
summer

Gillian Long, (416 447-6927) gillian.long@utoronto.ca, al-
though not a librarian, spent most of her working life in Ro-
barts Library.  She now looks forward to discovering more
aesthetically pleasing libraries around the world.

Yvette Matyas,  (416 658- 5351) yvettematyas@hotmail.com,
worked for over 20 years in health care administration, includ-
ing leading teams and facilitating retreats.  She has co-facili-
tated a workshop on architecture for three years and is in awe
of the beautiful libraries around the world.

THE BIG QUESTIONS IN ART NEW
Biweekly, Thursday, 10 -12, Week 2

The aim of this workshop is to stimulate visual art appreciation

and intellectual discussion. Some of the issues we will be look-
ing at are: “What is the role of public and private finance in the
promotion of art?”  “What factors contribute to a positive mu-
seum experience?”   “What is the optimum aesthetic experi-
ence?”  “What is the place of Indigenous Art in Canada?”
“Does the restoration and conservation of art distort original
work?”  The workshop will be interactive with the viewing of
works of art at each session.

Alan Silverman, alan.silverman@utoronto.ca, has a long time
interest in Israeli/Palestinian issues. He is semi-retired from
high school teaching and administration and teaching at OISE,
and has just graduated with a Masters in Psychotherapy.

Elaine Rodgers, erodger1661@rogers.com,  retired from the
hectic world of business and is now pursuing her wide interest
in the arts.

A CELEBRATION OF SONG
Biweekly, Friday, 12 -2, week 2

Songs are a vital part of our lives. First, participants will give
presentations on their choice of historical periods of song, com-
posers (e.g. Cole Porter, Jim Webb, and Lennon & McCartney),
performers (e.g. Tiny Tim, the Beatles, Mel Torme) or favourite
songs. Second, we will sing the songs we discuss. No experi-
ence is required - just enthusiasm for singing. We can sing a
capella, or with a karaoke machine or with the accompaniment
of whichever instruments members of the course wish to play
(piano, guitar, accordion, percussion.)

Paul Nash, paulnash7662@gmail.com, has performed at Open
Stages around Toronto. He led the senior sing at the Tranzac
Club and has years of experience leading and following in ama-
teur performances.

CONTEMPORARY CONFLICT RESOLUTION   
Biweekly, Friday 12-2, Week 1

Since the end of the Cold War, conflict prevention and resolu-
tion have risen to the top of the international agenda. This
workshop covers the theory and practice of conflict resolution.
It charts the development of the field from its pioneers to its
contemporary exponents, offers an assessment of its achieve-
ments and looks at the challenges it faces in today's changed se-
curity environment. Topics include reconciliation, responses to
terror, gender issues, the ethics of intervention, dialogue, culture
and future directions for the field. Conflict remediation at the
personal, community and international levels will be explored.

ACADEMY WORKSHOPS
2017-2018
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Paul Nash, paulnash7662@gmail.com, designed and led work-
shops in team building, conducted certification programs for
mediators and worked in criminal court diversion programs.
He is a United Way volunteer consultant.

CONTEMPORARY FILM A    
Biweekly, Wednesday 12-2, Week 2 

Please join us for lively discussions of contemporary films. At
each meeting we choose two films to view on our own before
the next class. Films may be from any genre - indies, art films,
block busters, or whatever moves the class when voting. The
two presentations per class will focus on such aspects as
themes, production values, and take-home values. We rate the
films individually, and then compare our class rating to the In-
ternet rating, just for fun. For the first session the facilitator
will contact registered members with the two films for consid-
eration and solicit volunteers for presentations. 

Jean Waller, jgwaller2@rogers.com), graduated from the Uni-
versity of California, taught high school, and sat on the Futures
Exchange. She enjoys going to the cinema, reading, hiking,
knitting, and the company of Gary.

CONTEMPORARY FILM B  
Biweekly, Thursday 12-2, Week 2 

Welcome to all Film Fans! In each session we jointly choose
two contemporary films. Each member is then expected to view
and rate them, based on a set of criteria developed by the
group, as well as their personal enjoyment. This has been a
lively workshop where members are never at a loss for discus-
sion. Members will take turns introducing the films, but every-
one should come prepared to discuss them. 

Ruth Sidorchuk, ruth.sidorchuk@sympatico.ca, is a retired
school librarian. After several years of membership in various
Academy workshops, she has found her niche in her love of
film and is looking forward to another great year of film view-
ing.

Doug Wilson, marycw@sympatico.ca, is retired from a career
in public education. His knowledge and interest in contempo-
rary film has increased since he became a member of this
workshop at the Academy.

CULTIVATE YOUR GREEN THUMB NEW
Biweekly, Wednesday, 12 – 2, Week 1

Gardening can provide tranquility and a sense of accomplish-
ment and can be used as therapy. During this workshop, we
will explore a variety of topics related to gardening including
horticultural therapy, shared and community gardens, balcony
gardening, growing roses, hydroponic gardening, small garden
landscaping techniques, new varieties of shrubs, organic gar-

dening techniques, growing herbs and vegetables, starting
seeds and seedlings indoors, transplanting, and interesting gar-
dens around the world. This workshop may involve field trips
in addition to classroom presentations and discussion.

Ross Linton is a Q.C. and a Master Emeritus of the Superior
Court of Justice. He is an avid gardener and was the president
of the Canadian Rose Society. With the exception of one year,
he's been a facilitator of courses since the Academy began.  

Sandra Linton has been an Academy member for the past
eight years and a facilitator for the last two years. Her career as
a software training specialist and instructional designer in the
corporate world has kept her busy for the last 25 years. She
also enjoys gardening.

DOCUMENTARY FILM    
Biweekly, Wednesday 10-2, Week 2 

Documentary films reflect the richness and ambiguity of life,
bringing us real stories from the world around us. Together we
will explore this exciting medium by presenting films on a
wide variety of topics: the arts, politics, social issues, science,
and human interest. All films will be screened in class with
group members making brief presentations on various aspects
of the films, the filmmakers, and the themes introduced. The fa-
cilitators will provide presenters with copies of each documen-
tary in advance. 

Sharon Harris, sharonlh546@gmail.com, retired after a varied
career in education while she simultaneously pursued a second
career as a fine art photographer. She is an avid movie-goer
who enjoys both documentaries and feature films 

Doug Wilson, marycw@sympatico.ca, is a fan of documentary
films because they are informative and innovative, and the dis-
cussions about them are interesting, diverse, and lively. Join us
to enjoy and learn from our documentary films.

THE ECONOMIST READERS
Weekly, Thursday 10-12, Weeks 1 and 2 

This group will meet to extract the wit and wisdom in politics,
business, finance, culture, literature and science from this influ-
ential international journal. Subscription copies can be deliv-
ered by mail (phone 1-800-456-6086) or email
(economist@neodata.com). At each session, the group selects
about a dozen articles and the discussion is led by the person
proposing each article. 

Jim McCartney, berlin@rogers.com, holds an MA in Modern
History from U of T and taught high school history in Toronto
for 36 years. 

Linda Tu, lindatu@sympatico.ca, is a scientist by training and
persuasion. She has taught science courses at university level
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and informally to bright children. 

EUROPE 9000 BC - 1000 AD NEW
Biweekly, Week 1 Wednesday, 10 -12

From the far western outreaches of the Eurasian continent, Eu-
rope became one of the great powerhouse regions in the world.
In this workshop, we will explore some of the background to
this development. What roles did migrations and trade play in
developing powerful parts of Europe? How did factors such as
ecology and resources shape different European cultures? Start-
ing from 9000 BC and the beginnings of agriculture to the time
of the Vikings in 1000 AD, members will research and present
on their selected chapter from the book Europe Between the
Oceans by Barry Cunliffe.

Josie Szczasiuk, jszczasiuk@gmail.com, This Europhile has a
background in biology and education and has always been in-
trigued by the major driving forces in history.

David Brodie, david.brodie.99@gmail.com, Starting from a
background in physics and business administration, he has re-
cently developed an interest in human nature and the evolution
of culture

THE EUROPEAN UNION: PAST, PRESENT & FUTURE
NEW
Biweekly, Tuesday, 12-2, Week 1

Can the European Union survive Trump’s presidency, a depart-
ing UK, a resurgent Russia and rising internal Euroscepticism
at the same time as continuing migration pressures, security
threats and Euro woes? This workshop will seek to answer that
question by studying the EU’s history, institutions and opera-
tions, and its successes and its failures. Hour 1 of workshop
sessions will see a presentation on a contextual topic (e.g., the
EU’s key institutions), while Hour 2 will zero in an issue cur-
rently in the news. The final session will be a discussion by
videoconference with a third-age learning group in the UK or
Europe.

Frank Nicholson, (416-488-6131) fnicholson@rogers.com, is
a retired public servant and association executive who follows
European affairs and has facilitated several workshops for the
Academy.

Jan Roblin, (416-283-4462) janbeth1@rogers.com,  is a for-
mer secondary school teacher who enjoys sharing learning ex-
periences in Academy workshops and has travelled extensively
in Europe.

EVENTS OF THE WEEK         
Weekly, Friday 2-4, Weeks 1 and 2 

This workshop is focused on discussions of current events.
Members suggest topics of interest, and they are expected to be

aware of events reported in the various media and to come pre-
pared to discuss them. Each session will begin with a listing of
the proposed events of interest, followed by a short presenta-
tion of each event by the member who suggested it, and then by
discussion. 

David Ptolemy, dptolemy@outlook.com, is a retired Char-
tered Accountant who enjoys retirement with the Academy,
some volunteer work and the odd game of bridge.

EXPLORING THE HISTORY OF FOOD AND DRINK
NEW
Biweekly, Thursday, 2- 4 Week 1

Did you know that you could be divorced for not providing
your wife with enough coffee? Or that the search for a way to
obtain spices from the East led to the great Age of Exploration?
Since earliest times, foods and beverages have transformed
human culture and acted as a catalyst for social change, politi-
cal organization, industrial development, military conflict, reli-
gious worship, geographic exploration, and economic
expansion. Join us as we discuss business in the coffee houses
of London, travel the spice trail with a caravan, balance the hu-
mours, and speculate about what food might be like in the fu-
ture. 

Cathy Spark, cl.spark@rogers.com, A marketing and commu-
nications practitioner, Cathy is an avid reader and passionate
learner about all things social history, likes nothing better than
sharing that excitement and exchanging ideas with others.

FILM DIRECTORS NEW
Biweekly, Tuesday, 10-12, Week 1

Directors play a key role in creative aspects of films. They se-
lect and guide cast, writers, composers, technical crew, design-
ers and editors, and ensure every component runs smoothly
from pre-production to production and post-production.  
Some directors allow actors to improvise dialogue, while others
control every aspect precisely. Some write their own or collab-
orate on screenplays, some edit or appear in their films, and
some compose their film’s music score.
Participants will research a 30-minute presentation on a direc-
tor of their choice (Hollywood, Canadian, Foreign, Male and
Female) and give examples of a few films describing his or her
style and genre.

Rhona Wolpert, rhona_wolpert@rogers.com, is a long-time
film buff and looks forward to exploring the achievements of
film directors with enthusiastic Academy members.

Donald Wallace, dcwallace@hotmail.com, joined the Acad-
emy in 2016 shortly after his retirement. He has had a lifelong
interest in film and still misses Saturday Night at the Movies on
TVO.
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FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE: SCIENTIFIC DISCOV-
ERIES THAT CHANGED THE WAY WE LIVE. NEW
Biweekly, Tuesday, 2 – 4, Week 1 

“If I have seen further than others, it is by standing on the
shoulders of giants.” This quote of Isaac Newton expresses the
continuity of scientific experimentation that shapes our world.
This workshop will focus on how a scientific theory is born and
what circumstances led to its practical application. Take Daniel
Bournoulli’s relationship between a fluid’s speed and pressure.
How did this concept prompt the Wright brothers to introduce
motor powered flight? Or what made Lise Meitner believe the
atom could be shattered? Members need not be intimidated by
the science. Source material with digestible explanations will
be provided.

Ernie Fallen, fallene@mcmaster.ca, is a retired professor of
medicine with a special interest in the history of science.

GREAT INDIAN FICTION WRITERS NEW
Biweekly, Wednesday 2-4, Week 1

Ten Indian writers have been on the short list for the Booker
Prize since it began in 1968. Join me in exploring some of
these great works of fiction. To begin, we will consider the his-
torical background of post-Gandhi India reading some of  Ra-
machandra Guha’s impressive India after Gandhi (2007). Some
of the writers we will consider are: Amitav Ghosh, Kiran Desai,
Indra Shina, Jhumpha Lahiri, Salman Rushdie, Arvind Adiga,
Thrity Umrigar, Neel Mukherjee, Sunjeev Sahata. 

Carolyn Murray, Carolyn.murray@utoronto.ca, Carolyn has
been in love with India since the late 1960’s’s when she took up
yoga and meditation. Her deep interest in Hinduism and Bud-
dhism led her to travel there twice in the 1980’s. She has read
Indian novels ever since. 

HISTORICAL FICTION; HISTORICAL FACT        
Biweekly, Thursday, 12-2, Week 1

Well-written fiction can carry us to worlds both real and imagi-
nary. It can also take us on a journey through time, allowing us
to experience events from the past and to “meet” the shapers
and influencers of our world. In this workshop we will examine
a number of historical novels within the context of the times in
which they are set, and will investigate how the author’s use of
historical “fact” impacts the story, writing style, characteriza-
tion and, above all, the reader’s experience and enjoyment.
Each session we will use a new novel to discover a different
place and time.

Cathy Spark, (647-921-5191) cl.spark@rogers.com, A market-
ing and communications practitioner, Cathy, an avid reader and
passionate learner about all things social history, likes nothing
better than sharing that excitement and exchanging ideas with
others. 

Phyrne Parker, (416-453-3817) phyrneis@rogers.com, Fol-
lowing a career in business, Phyrne has re-kindled her love of
history as told in historical novels. She especially likes stories
that demonstrate the impact of events on the people who lived
through them.)

HOW TECHNOLOGY CHANGED SOCIETY, 1900 - 2017
Biweekly, Friday, 10-12, Week 1

Last year we looked at the effects on human society around the
world of introducing new technologies, in the time frame of the
15th to the 19th centuries. This year we will concentrate on the
technologies of the 20th and 21st centuries. Our emphasis is
how society changed in response to technology, rather than the
details of individual technologies. We take a world-wide view
and have a loose definition of technology, which may include
transportation, communication, object-making, use of power,
information manipulation and other topics of interest to the
group.

Peter Steiner, peterediesteiner@gmail.com, retired (sort of)
from teaching high school physics and chemistry about 10
years ago. Academy interests include science, history, art and
current events, usually with some connection to societal effects.

Pat Cross, patcross@londonst.com, is a retired engineer, with
degrees in physics and engineering, who is really enjoying get-
ting a grip on historical topics in the Academy. This workshop
marries her technical and historical interests.

JAZZ APPRECIATION          
Biweekly, Thursday 2-4, Week 2 

The workshop will focus on the personalities who influenced
the evolution of this quintessentially American music form. A
performer's recorded performances and dialogue will be used to
provide enlightenment on the era and his/her style, ideas and
objectives. Each participant will select a personality and pre-
pare a presentation (maximum 15 minutes) to precede a selec-
tion of recorded music (30 minutes), leaving time for
discussion to follow. This is an enthusiastic and highly interac-
tive class, in which all are welcome, from beginners to those
who have enjoyed and absorbed all aspects of Jazz for many
years.

Walter (Wally) Posner, wdposner@rogers.com, immigrated to
Canada from South Africa in 1974. A lawyer by training, his in-
terests include current affairs, art and golf, but jazz is a continu-
ing lifelong enthusiasm. 

Colin Gordon, colin.gordon@themigroup.com, has been an
active student of jazz for 60 years and has recently taken up the
trombone. He enjoys playing in the Long & McQuade 55+
Band, New Horizon Band (The Grateful Alive), and finds it a
great way to nourish the brain.
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LITERARY BIOGRAPHIES           
Biweekly, Friday, 10-12, Week 2

What is a literary biography, you ask? Well, it is a biography of
a writer – could be fiction, plays, poetry, non-fiction, whatever.
We will read 5 or 6 biographies and discuss them as to the writ-
ing, the picture drawn of the subject, information on the period,
and its ideas, prejudices, etc. Members of the workshop will
pick one or two works of the writer to present to the others and
there will be more discussion – we’re big on that. Examples of
the biographies chosen are I’m Your Man (Leonard Cohen) by
Sylvie Simmons, Edith Wharton by Hermione Lee and Morde-
cai: Life and Times (Mordecai Richler) by Charles Foran.

Sheilagh Hickie, shickie@bell.net, was born in Montreal,
graduated from Sir George Williams College (now Concordia)
and spent most of her working years in publishing, on the ad-
vertising side. She is fascinated by the literature that shaped us.

Ellen Edmonds, edmonds@interlog.com, was born in Den-
mark, where she taught Danish, English and Latin. She immi-
grated to Canada in 1966, received a BA from York University
and an MA from U of T. She taught English until retirement.

LITERATURE: LIVING OTHER LIVES  
Biweekly, Thursday 12-2, Week 2

We continue to read acclaimed literary fiction, non-fiction &
poetry, which gives us a glimpse into lives lived in different
ways, places and times. Studying contemporary books & their
writers will help us appreciate literary language and styles
while enriching our lives.  Each member will select a title or
author from a list sent in June. Once a book is selected its au-
thor is available to be presented. There will be two presenta-
tions each session. Everyone will be expected to read the
selected books, make a presentation and actively participate in
the discussions. 

Sandra Gold, (416-782-7236) sandrag@primus.ca, is a former
special librarian and long-time Academy member. She has en-
joyed facilitating workshops in literature for a number of years.

Jan Roblin, (416-283-4462) janbeth@rogers.com, is a former
secondary school teacher who enjoys sharing learning experi-
ences in Academy workshops

MEMOIR WRITING and READING    
Biweekly, Tuesdays 10-12 Week 1 

Memoir or stories from a life, rather than a life-story, is in-
creasingly popular. As in previous years, this workshop is
structured to encourage participants to explore different ways
of creating memoirs, gleaning ideas from the writing of partici-
pants as well as from published works. Ideas/prompts are of-
fered to stimulate writing in class, and provide a source for
longer pieces.  Time will be given to share these memoir explo-

rations, in a safe and inviting atmosphere.  All members are en-
couraged to provide constructive feedback to sharers (who re-
quest it) as learning from others is a significant component of
this workshop.

Elaine Gort, gort66@gmail.com, facilitates groups at Be-
reaved Families of Ontario. She joined Memoir Writing in
2013.  Adding writing to an interest in photography and family
history has been challenging and inspiring.

Liz Lewis, donlizlewis@hotmail.com, has work experience in
Research Dietetics and later as a high school Family Studies
teacher.  She enjoys researching family history and has been a
member of the Memoir workshop for several years.

Sally Spofforth, sallyspofforth@gmail.com, conducts leader-
ship workshops in Toronto schools.  She enjoys hearing others’
stories, and is excited by the creative possibilities in the making
of memoirs. 

MUSIC APPRECIATION: BEHIND THE BATON -
NOTEWORTHY CONDUCTORS NEW
Biweekly, Wednesday, 2-4, Week 1

Most people are familiar with the figure of the conductor stand-
ing in front of the orchestra, “the only musician who turns his
back on the audience”, as Sir Thomas Beecham, himself a con-
ductor, famously commented.
This workshop will examine the lives, music and legacies of
various notable conductors – not necessarily “great”. ones (al-
though some may fit that description), but ones who have
made/are making significant contributions to the musical
world. We hope our list of diverse and influential conductors
will inspire workshop participants to identify even more, as to-
gether we learn to appreciate their specialized role in music. 

Désirée Ashworth, dashworth@sympatico.ca, co-facilitated
the Play Reading workshop for several years before co-facili-
tating Music Appreciation. Her interest in music started with
childhood piano lessons and singing in a choir prior to immi-
grating to Canada. 

Charlotte Broome, charlotte1.broome@gmail.com, has had a
lifelong interest in classical and choral music. She has co-facili-
tated several Academy Music Appreciation workshops includ-
ing music in Canada, music of love, war and peace, and film
music.

NEW YORKER READERS   
Biweekly, Thursday 10-12, Week 1

Join the Readers for a lively, provocative, thoughtful and al-
ways timely discussion of articles, stories, reviews, poems, car-
toons and covers of New Yorker magazine. Articles, etc., will
be chosen before the meeting from current issues. The New
Yorker is available online, by mail or newsstand. 
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Jean Waller jgwaller2@rogers.com, graduated from the Uni-
versity of California, taught high school, and sat on the Futures
Exchange. She enjoys going to the cinema, reading, hiking,
knitting, and the company of Gary.

Sylvia Milne, slvmilne@gmail.com, is a graduate of U of T,
Modern History, and her career included teaching and group fa-
cilitation, primarily in the Outplacement Counseling business.
She enjoys an active retirement which includes reading,
movies, theatre, concerts, and community service.

NON-FICTION: NEW AND NOTEWORTHY    
Biweekly, Wednesday, 10-12, Week 1

This lively workshop examines non-fiction books written in the
last few years, in whole or in part, that draw attention to issues
we want to talk about. Some of the books likely to be read, pre-
sented and discussed are: Thank You for Being Late by Thomas
Friedman; The Noise of Time by Julian Barnes; Hillbilly Elegy
by J.D. Vance; and The Return of History by Jennifer Welsh.
Participants’ suggestions will also be considered.

Ann Mummenhoff, amummenhoff@rogers.com, worked for
many years in a large public library, and is interested in reading
and discussing books on current affairs, biography, politics and
history. At the Academy she has facilitated a number of work-
shops and has been a member of the Non-Fiction workshop for
many years.

Mandy Thomson, mandythomson@sympatico.ca, is a former
education administrator and consultant who thrives on the joys
of retirement and the delights of a good discussion and learning
at the Academy.

OPINIONS                       
Biweekly, Wednesday 10-12, Week 2

Participants will discuss articles taken from a wide range of
journals, newspapers, and other sources. Topics should be sub-
stantive enough to be worthy of discussion. The group will
consider the case made by the author in the light of experience,
alternative points of view, and other material that may be of-
fered by the presenter. Participants are expected to read articles
chosen for review, take turns introducing an article and starting
the discussion, and are encouraged to suggest suitable articles
from their own reading. 

Bill Davis, velmagdavis@sympatico.ca, is a Chartered Ac-
countant. Most of his working life was spent as an officer of the
United Church of Canada, latterly as the senior financial offi-
cer. Interests and achievements are in ecumenical social justice
work and local community work with Residents' Associations
and youth groups.

Jim Pike, jimpike@rogers.com, is an Engineer who worked at
IBM in a number of sales and marketing roles. Cottaging,

travel and technology augment his continued interest in the
Academy.

THE OTTOMAN LANDS IN THE CENTURY AFTER
THE EMPIRE’S COLLAPSE
Biweekly, Tuesday, 10-12, Week 2

This workshop seeks to explore the historical and contempo-
rary aftermath of those regions ruled for more than 500 years
by the Ottoman Turks. Depending on participant interest, and
against the background of colonialism, nationalism and today’s
events, the facilitators will choose perhaps four regions for an
in-depth study. These may include Turkey, Iraq/Syria, Egypt,
Greece, the Balkans and Saudi Arabia.

Ragip Yergin (416-792-1665) yerginr@gmail.com, After a 30-
year career in banking and insurance in Turkey, Ragip came to
Toronto in 2014. He’s led courses on his hometown of Istanbul
and has set foot on almost every street of that city. 

Rick Guisso (416-762-1341) ric33tor@hotmail.com, has facili-
tated a number of previous workshops on East Asia in the
Academy; and after a lengthy vacation in Turkey, his interest in
history and current affairs has led him to this fascinating part of
the world.

PHOTOGRAPHY NEW
Biweekly, Friday, 12-2, Week 2

This workshop will address a variety of topics all related as-
pects of Photography.  Presentations can be about specific pho-
tographers, photographic themes, gallery exhibits or iconic
photographs and the stories behind them. It is also the intention
of the workshop to visit a few galleries and photo exhibits in
Toronto then discuss the work. If the group desires, we can also
schedule a photography ‘outing’ and then view participant’s
photographs and provide feedback.

John Weatherburn, weatherburn74@gmail.com, retired from an
IT career and enters his 5th year in the Academy.  He is on the
Communications and Membership Committees plus being ac-
tive in the Toronto Digital Photography Club. He, Matthew and
Brian Gaston have previously facilitated the Photography
workshop.

Matthew Segal, matthewsegal@rogers.com, studied Art & Ar-
chitecture at UBC and worked in the Film and Television in-
dustry for many years. He is a member of the Communications
Committee and has a keen interest in the photographic arts.

POPULAR MUSIC NEW
Biweekly, Friday, 10-12, Week 2

This course is for fans of Frank Sinatra, rap music, the Ameri-
can Song Book, Beyonce or just about anything else that comes
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under the name of "popular music." So it's not about jazz or
classical music, it's about the usually but not always uncompli-
cated musical genres with broad appeal.  Presentations could
include biographies, historical and sociological data (when the
Beatles were big what else was happening?), international hit
artists - and of course, lots of wonderful music. Remember the
guy who couldn't stand one more playing of Whitney Huston's
"I Will Always Love You?" Bring your ear worms!

Brigid Elson, brigelso@netscape.ca, taught music to children,
has a PhD in French Lit and has published 5 ebooks. She loves
all sorts of music from Gregorian chant to Michael Buble. She
can listen to anything musical, at least once.

READING THROUGH RACE NEW
Biweekly, Tuesday 12 -2, Week 2

This workshop will explore issues of race, racism and resist-
ance through the eyes of writers such as James Baldwin, Joy
Kogawa, Lawrence Hill, Beth Brant, Joseph Boyden, Moshin
Hamid, Zadie Smith. The novels which would be read by
everyone would be complemented by a second presentation
based on an optional piece of non-fiction -- essay, memoir or
even poetry -- that comments on or elaborates some aspect of
the treatment of race, racism and resistance in the novel. This
non-fiction piece could be either by the novelist or another
writer.  

Maureen FitzGerald, m.fitzgerald@utoronto.ca, is an ex-aca-
demic and ex-publisher interested in joining and pursuing the
current conversations on race, racism and anti-racism. 

Sally McLean, is happily grandparenting in Toronto after years
in Ottawa and Vancouver. Through her work then and retire-
ment now, she is enthusiastic and generally hopeful about is-
sues of social justice. 

READING TORONTO: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
IN FICTION      
Biweekly, Tuesday, 10-12, Week 2

Many contemporary writers have used Toronto as a setting for
their narratives. We have chosen a number of titles that have
been selected over the years, either as winners of, or shortlisted
by, the Toronto Book Awards. Some are very well known au-
thors such as Timothy Findley; others are less well known au-
thors such as Rabindranath Mahara. Most of the authors are
fascinated with identity--both individual and collective-- and
many write from within and about their own collective
ethnic/racial identity. The expectation is that all participants in
the workshop will read all the books. A reading list will be
available in May.

Maureen FitzGerald, m.fitzgerald@utoronto.ca, came into the
Academy in 2012-13. She is a social/cultural anthropologist,
retired university teacher, former publisher and enthusiast for

learning about all things Toronto.

Margrit Eichler, margrit.eichler@utoronto.ca, is a retired Pro-
fessor of Sociology and Equity Studies and involved in a num-
ber of advocacy groups dealing with public science/knowledge
and peace. Reading fiction (particularly science fiction) is one
of her greatest pleasures.

REFLECTIONS ON AGEING: WHAT DOES IT MEAN
TO GROW OLD?
Biweekly, Wednesday, 12-2, Week 1

Ageing is a time of opportunity, change, and challenges. In this
workshop we will reflect on society’s notions of ageing, as well
as our own, looking at films and videos, poetry, art, and short
stories. By also reading online articles and essays together we
will explore topics such as ageism, creativity and ageing, sec-
ond chances in older age, the meaning of ageing, cultural as-
pects of ageing, women and ageing, and the ethical and
practical issues that affect an ageing population. The facilitators
will send a list of reading materials and resources in early sum-
mer.

Yvette Matyas, yvettematyas@hotmail.com, worked for 20
years in health care. She is interested in literature, architecture
and psychology. She plans to explore the many facets of ageing
and hopefully grow wiser through that process.   

Mary Doucette, mary.doucette@sympatico.ca, taught mathe-
matics and computer science, but in retirement has found joy
and wisdom in art, literature, and film. 

SOCIO-POLITICAL FEATURE FILMS   
Biweekly, Tuesday, 12-4, Week 2

Feature films are an excellent way to highlight current and his-
torical social and political issues so as to inform and arouse a
broad public.  This workshop aims to stimulate thought and
discussion through such films. We will view the films together
giving the opportunity for immediacy of reaction to the issues.
Before viewing, one participant will briefly introduce the film,
its director, actors, making of the film etc. After viewing, a sec-
ond participant will address issues the film raises.  Both presen-
ters will suggest discussion questions. All films will be
subtitled to assist hearing. 

Chris Gort, cgort768@gmail.com, is a retired engineer and
member of the Academy for the past four years. He co-facili-
tated the Socio-Political Feature films workshop last year and
looks forward to another year of films and engaging discus-
sions.

Clare Mian,  claremian@gmail.com, is a retired teacher (His-
tory and French) and administrator at both the elementary and
secondary level, and has had a lifelong interest in African and
Middle Eastern studies.  She is now taking courses at the Uni-



tain whatever the pundits and pollsters may say. Join us in
studying the “crowning” of George Washington in 1789, the ar-
rival of democracy with Andrew Jackson, the election that
sparked the Civil War, the 1896 Cross of Gold contest, the in-
vention of party primaries in the early 20th century and the im-
pact of Big Money and populist demagoguery in our own time.
As H. L. Mencken said, “A national political campaign is better
than the best circus ever heard of, with a mass baptism and a
couple of hangings thrown in."

Mirren Hinchley, mirren.hinchley@icloud.com, is a retired
corporate librarian who focused her undergraduate degree on
American politics and history.

Frank Nicholson, (416-488-6131) fnicholson@rogers.com,
was born and raised in the U.S., holds a graduate degree in his-
tory and has facilitated several history workshops for the Acad-
emy.

WEB OF NATURAL SCIENCE     
Biweekly, Thursday 12-2, Week 1 

Our natural world is a web of wonder, beauty and complexity.
In this workshop we will take a broad look at natural phenom-
ena through many scientific disciplines. These may include
psychology, chemistry, physics, geology, bacteriology and
more. We will see that there are many ways in which scientific
studies overlap to inform our everyday existence. Each session
will focus on an article of your choice, generally from the cur-
rent year of the journal Scientific American. Source material
will include Scientific American, Discovery Magazine, Science
News and The New Scientist. 

Linda Tu, lindatu@sympatico.ca, is a scientist by training and
persuasion. She has taught science courses at university level
and informally to bright children. 

WHO OWNS THE ARCTIC NEW
Biweekly, Tuesday 12-2, Week 1

The North is part of Canada's Brand but what do we know of it
and its people. This course will explore the complexities and
uncertainties of this part of Canada where the pace of climate
change is affecting the lives of the people, land and sea ani-
mals. Michael Byers' book Who Owns the Arctic, updated on
Google during 2016, will guide us as we examine major issues
such as Governance; the International Law of the Sea; Geopoli-
tics; Resources, Industries, Trade and Shipping.  Our key con-
cern will be inclusion and respect for indigenous people and
how to balance Economy and Environment.

Nancy Russell moylenap@gmail.com, Nancy worked with the
Canadian Institute of International Affairs and made ocean voy-
ages to the Eastern Arctic in 2000 and 2001; she has an on-
going love for our northern land and peoples.

versity of Toronto, and is writing on these topics for the Cana-
dian Centre for Policy Alternatives.

Morton Ritts (Ph.D.), mortonritts@rogers.com, has had sev-
eral careers: high school teacher of English; college professor
of 20th century communism and nazism; and many years as a
freelance journalist, author and screenwriter. Film has been an
abiding interest, particularly those dealing with social and po-
litical themes in various societies both present and past.

STAND-UP COMEDY FOR SENIORS NEW
Biweekly, Friday, Week 1, 10-12

This workshop will use Stand Up Comedy and laughter to help
us cope with the various challenges of aging. The first hour will
focus on a different classic stand-up comedian, using videos
and discussion, to analyze their comic styles and persona. The
next hour, participants will bring several joke ideas they have
written at home, dealing with aspects of getting older. Over
time they'll each develop a short stand-up comedy routine, with
Michael's help. At the end of the program, the group would do
a short show of this material, for the Academy, perhaps at the
Spring Luncheon. (No memorization required.)

Michael Cole michaeldavidcole@sympatico.ca, An accom-
plished comedy writer, Michael founded Toronto's "Laughing
Like Crazy" program, which helped people deal with mental
illness through stand-up comedy. He has received a very presti-
gious award for this work.

UNUSUAL MUSEUMS: THE SEARCH CONTINUES
Biweekly, Tuesday, 2-4, Week 2

Who knew that unique, off-the-beaten-track and even oddball
museums even existed? Participants in our first Unusual Muse-
ums… workshop discovered so many that we have a growing
list of intriguing new possibilities to investigate. In honour of
our country’s sesquicentennial, we will emphasize those found
in Canada (especially those close to home), with some added
‘from away’. Whether devoted to clocks, herring or apothecary
(all Canadian choices), or something else entirely, make an un-
usual museum your new best friend – you might be surprised
what you discover about it and the people who created it! 

Charlotte Broome, charlotte1.broome@gmail.com, became
intrigued by little-known museums when singing with a visit-
ing choir in London, with mornings off to explore the city and
its museums. She has also co-facilitated the Music Apprecia-
tion workshop for the last six years

U.S. PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS FROM THE FOUND-
ING OF THE REPUBLIC UNTIL TODAY NEW
Weekly, Tuesday, 2-4, Week 1

Donald Trump’s 2016 win demonstrated that nothing is for cer-
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Anne Beaumont abeaumont0466@rogers.com, A recent
member of the Academy, Anne is a professional planner who
spent most of her career with the Provincial Government, most
recently as Assistant Deputy Minister of Housing Policy.

WOMEN WHO MADE A DIFFERENCE IN THE
FRENCH REVOLUTION AND NAPOLEONIC AGE
NEW
Biweekly, Thursday, 2-4, Week 2

It’s long been the case that history is written mostly by men
about men, and the quarter century that followed the fall of the
Bastille in 1789 is no exception. Join us in learning about this
tumultuous period from another perspective: through the eyes
of the women who by dint of their position, intelligence and
forceful personality had an impact on their times, from
Olympe de Gouge, who authored the Declaration of the Rights
of Woman before being guillotined, to Joséphine de Beauhar-
nais, Empress of the French, who remained on good terms
with Napoleon even after he divorced her.

Diane Nicholson, dianedeannicholson@gmail.com, is a re-
tired teacher and keen Francophile who has travelled exten-
sively in France and read widely in French history and
literature.

Frank Nicholson, fnicholson@rogers.com, is a retired public
servant and association executive with a passion for history
and things French who has facilitated several history work-
shops for the Academy.
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Academy for Lifelong Learning
Workshop Schedule
Two Weeks at a Glance - Week 1

•  Week 1 Workshop Dates are the weeks beginning Tues. Sept. 12, 26. Oct. 10, 24, Nov. 7, 21
Jan. 9, 23. Feb. 6, 20. Mar. 6 and 20.

• Room Numbers will be allocated in August.

• To book an "available" room, please email your request to Assistant Secretary
Annelise Jorgensen, a.jorgensen@utoronto.ca, or leave a message at 416-946-5185.
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Academy for Lifelong Learning
Workshop Schedule
Two Weeks at a Glance - Week 2

•  Week 2 Workshop Dates are the weeks beginning Tues. Sept. 19. Oct. 3, 17, 31. Nov. 14, 28.
Jan. 16, 30, Feb. 13, 27. Mar. 13 and 27.

•  Room Numbers will be allocated in August.

•  To book an "available" room, please email your request to Assistant Secretary
Annelise Jorgensen, a.jorgensen@utoronto.ca, or leave a message at 416-946-5185.
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